
Market View
Covid-19 Update

As part of our ongoing commitment to help support the industry in these unprecedented 
times, we continue to capture some key insights from the wider automotive market. 

Also included in this week’s update is a summary of the key takeaways from recent interviews 
with Kristian Elvefors , MD of Volvo Cars UK on the Motor Trade Radio, in association with 
eBay Motors Group, podcast. 

Key Insight

• The positive trajectory for people searching for the terms "used cars" and "cars for sale" 
continues

• Easter weekend saw a bump in searches, as UK consumers had time away from their home 
office to consider their future purchase

• This continued last week with search interest for terms ‘used cars” and “cars for sale” 
increasing +5 points w/c 13th April compared to previous week

“Used car” & “Cars For Sale” – Search Interest over time
1st Feb to 18th April 2020, Google Trends
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5th March –
1st UK fatality

11th March –
WHO announces 

COVID-19 as 
pandemic

17th March –
School and 

Nursery 
closure 

announced 
for 20/03/20

21st March 
– Pubs, bars, gyms 

etc. closed for 
indefinite period

24th March –
Restrictions 

on movement 
for 3 weeks 
announced

5th April –
Boris Johnson 

admitted to 
hospital

Data sources: Google Trends (https://google.com/trends)
©2018 Google LLC, used with permission. Google and the Google logo are registered trademarks of Google LLC.

12th April –
Easter Sunday

16th April –
UK cases increase 

to more than 
100,000

How do you think car retailing will change 
after the lockdown is lifted?

• For new car sales it will take time 
before we are able to open showrooms 
again. So I think virtual sales and online 
sales will play a bigger role and that will 
also include pickups and deliveries for 
workshop customers. Until we have a 
vaccine it will look quite different.

• I think online sales would have changed 
over the coming years anyhow, but the 
coronavirus will take us there a bit 
earlier.

Do you expect showroom processes to 
change to allow for more social distancing?

• I think you need to be able to operate both 
showroom and online scenarios going 
forward. With the reopening of showrooms, 
some customers will be unwilling to come 
in and you need to help them with an online 
solution; that will be very important.

• I think it’s important for us as an OEM and 
our retailers to provide customers and 
employees with safe processes for buying 
and handovers and using workshops. We 
are paying a lot of attention to doing this as 
safely as possible by implementing new 
guidelines for new processes.

Click here to listen to the full interview.

Kristian Elvefors, MD, Volvo Cars UK

As a brand you already had an online buying 
proposition, so have you noticed more 
customers coming online to buy cars?

• We are seeing a certain amount of cars go 
in that direction but it's also a matter of 
getting customers used to buying a car 
online. It’s not that easy to buy a new car 
online even if everyone has the tools to do 
so; it’s easier to buy a stock car than 
configure one. I think all car manufacturers 
have some adjustments to do to deliver a 
proper online experience.

• There needs to be guidance because it’s 
still an expensive purchase, even with a 
PCP or PCH. Customers need to feel 
secure that they’re buying the right 
product, so you need some personal 
assistance as well throughout the 
purchasing process.

https://google.com/trends
https://motortraderadiocom.libsyn.com/motor-trade-radio-covid-19-special-podcast-interview-6-with-kristian-elvefors-managing-director-volvo-cars-uk

